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A prototype parallel-plate electromagnetic calorimeter, using high pressure gas as active
medium, has been tested in an electron beam at Fermilab. Data were taken in the pressure
range of 20 to 100 atm, and with incident beam energies ranging f&n 16 to 125 GeV. Results
on the calorimeter response as a function of electric field, gas pressure, and beam energy are
presented for pure argon gas and for several argon-methane mixtures. The calorimeter proved
easy to operate, and fast signals were obtained with the argon-methane gas.

1.

Introduction

Ionization
calorimeters using high pressure gas as the sampling medium
advantages over other types of calorimetry.
Their unity gain and relatively
‘also INFN, Pisa, I-66010 Piss
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offer several
high energy

sampling fraction eliminate the fluctuations in energy measurement observed in proportional chamber calorimeters due to electron multiplication
and variations in atmospheric
pressure, and greatly suppress the occurrence of “Texas Towers” [I], which are caused
by slow moving neutrons scattered off protons. The technique is relatively insensitive to
impurities, in contrast with warm liquid calorimetry.
It does not require cryogenics, and
can withstand the radiation expected in the forward region of SSC detectors (about 10
Mrad per year at a polar angle of 1.5”, 12.5m away from the interaction point). Finally,
the signal is fast enough to suit calorimetry in the high interaction rate environment of
the new generation of colliders.
Some of these characteristics
of high-pressure gas calorimeters were substantiated
in an earlier paper [2]. The construction
and testing of actual prototype calorimeters
at 20 atm [3, 4, 51, have corroborated
the feasibility of this technology.
This paper
describes a calorimeter
designed to operate at up to 100 atm gas pressure.
Higher
pressures improve the signal to noise ratio and further suppress the rate of “Texas
TOMWS”. The main objectives of our study were to prove that a calorimeter can be
built and safely operated at 100 atm, measure the effect of CHI concentration
on signal
size and speed, compare the response of the calorimeter for different gas mixtures,
select the best mixture and, finally, measure the energy resolution and compare it with
expectations.
The following sections describe the calorimeter construction and testbeam
setup, as well as data acquisition and analysis.
2.

Calorimeter

construction

The prototype calorimeter
consists of ten sampling layers, each of which is a high
pressure vessel made up of two parallel steel disks bolted together (see figure 1). The
disks have an outside diameter of 26.6 cm and are approximately
3.0 cm thick, making
the assembled calorimeter about 30 radiation lengths long. A 21.2 cm diameter, 5.5
mm deep recess is milled in one of the two disks that constitute a vessel. Halfway inside
this recess, a l&mm&iek~GKO:rea&ut
boardiuupported
with ceramic spacers. Two
copper pads are etched on each side of the board: a 17.6 cm diameter pad to collect
the charge from electron showers and a 3.2 cm diameter pad for muons. Small holes
through the board serve to establish electrical contact between the two electron pads
and between the two muon pads. High pressure gas occupies a 2 mm gap on each side
of the GlO board. When the device is operated, the pads are brought to a positive
high voltage and collect the charge deposited in the cavity they are facing. The gas is
supplied through a valve mounted in a special port drilled on the side of one disk. A
second valve provides a 101 atm relief. Three out of the ten vessels have an s4’Am asource mounted in front of the muon pad. These sources were used to monitor the
gas. The signal produced by ionization of the gas is carried from the collection pads
to external amplifiers through high voltage, high pressure feedthroughs.
To minimize
the source capacitance, these amplifiers were mounted as close to the feedthroughs as
possible.
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3.

Testbeam

setup

The calorimeter was tested in the Fermilab NT beam line towards the end of the 1991
fixed target run. Two types of current amplifiers were used for this test. Some of their
parameter values, as measured by us in bench tests, are listed in Table 1. The amplifier

Table 1: Characteristics
of the ampli!
Parameter
1 Output signal rise-time (0.1 to 0.9 levels)
Output s&al decay-time (0.9 to 0.1 levils)
Input impedance
Effective r.m.s. current noise inGsc
Effective r.m.s. voltage noise
Gain

cs used in the tes tbeam.
Amplifier 1 [6] Amplifier

2 [7]

10 ns
10 ns
63 f-l
3.8 pA/&
0.62 nVl&
11 mV/pA

outputs were connected through 120 m long cables to a LeCroy 2280 CAMAC ADC
system, which was read out by a MAC II computer through a GPIB interface. No signal
shaping was done.
Most of the measurements described in this paper were performed with amplifier 1.
Its output pulse exhibited a long tail because of its large input impedance and because
of the relatively large electrical capacitance of the vessels (= 230pF). A gate of 260 ns
width was used to collect the electron charge deposited in the gas gaps. This gate was
long enough to accomodate a large variety of run conditions.
On the other hand, the
output signal from amplifier 2 was very close to the expected triangular
current pulse
from the detector (fig. 2). This amplifier was only used for a few runs with 95%Ar+
5%CHI at 100 atm. Here, a gate width of 60 ns was selected. We estimate that about
13% of the &gnal was lost ?n this -case.
4.

Data

acquisition

Our trigger was BEAM. Tl . TRD . T2, where BEAM is a beam-defining,
upstream set
of scintillation
counters, Tl is a 2.54 x 2.54 cm’ scintillation
counter right in front of the
calorimeter, TRD is a transition-radiation
detector used to identify electrons, and T2
is a 10 x 10 cm’ scintillation
counter placed behind the calorimeter and used to reject
punch-through
hadrons that triggered the TRD. This trigger resulted in very clean
electron samples at 16 and 50 GeV. However, a small fraction of pions contaminated
our samples at higher energies. See fi gure 3, which shows some typical pulse height
spectra.
Pedestal events were collected during each data-taking
run, between consecutive
beam spills. The trigger was provided by a pulser. The widths of the measured pedestal
3

peaks can be compared with
according to the equation:

the total

amplifier

r.m.s.

noise charge Qnoisc calculated

K

Qnoisc= Lime’ di . 6

(1)

where in+ is the effective r.m.s. current noise,‘T the gate width, and n the number of
calorimeter vessels used. The result of the comparison is shown in table 2. Calculated
and measured values of the calorimeter noise do not differ much and are close to 0.8
GeV.

Table 2: Amplifier
Parameter

noise calculation

versus measured pedestal width
Amplifier 1 Amplifier 2

Gate width T
Calculated r.xn.s. noise charge Qnoisc
Equivalent calorimeter energy
Measured nedestal width

260 ns
3.6 fC
0.95 GeV
0.87 GeV

60 ns
1.9 fC
0.52 GeV
0.74 GeV

Electronic calibration
was performed by injecting a pulse of known current, and
with a width similar to that observed from beam particles, at the input of each amplifier.
These data provide the absolute charge calibration and the relative channel-to-channel
calibration.
We took data with a variety of gas mixtures, pressures, and high voltages. For this
reason, it was important to monitor the stability of the calorimeter under a standard set
of run conditions. These standard run conditions were 50 GeV electrons, a gas mixture
of 95%Ar+ 5%CH4 at 100 atm, and a cell high voltage of 1500 V. Figure 4 shows the
calorimeter response under these conditions, as a function of time. The straight line is
a fit to the data points. The calorimeter response was stable at the 1% ,Ilevel . during
the
~..
run. In the next section we will describe the’data obtained from’pure
argon gas and
several argon-methane
mixtures.
Other gases (AI + CF,, Ar + CsHs,Xe + CHd) were
also studied. Results from those studies will be presented in a forthcoming publication.
5.

Data

analysis

and results

Data analysis proceeds as follows. For a given run, channel pedestals are computed by
averaging the channel pulseheights over all the pedestal events in the run. For each beam
event in the same run, these pedestals are subtracted from the corresponding
channel
pulseheights.
The results are then multiplied
by individual
channel calibration
factors
which convert ADC counts into charges. Finally, a small correction factor is applied to
compensate for the loss of pressure due to gas leakage during a run. This correction is
typically of the order of a few percent. It is computed by linear interpolation
between gas
pressure measurements performed before and after each run. Since we recorded the time
4

of occurrence of each event, it is possible to apply the pressure correction on an event by
event basis. The sum of the ten electron channels is subsequently formed, and the mean
and width of the corresponding distribution
are extracted by fitting with a gaussian. A
double gaussian fit is used wherever the pion contamination
is significant, especially at
the higher energies. Since we did not measure the incident electron momentum for each
event, we correct the width of the electron peak by subtracting
the beam momentum
bite in quadrature.
This bite is estimated to be (2.5 f 0.5)%. We similarly correct
the width of the electron peak for electronic noise, by subtracting
in quadrature the
pedestal width.
Figure 5 shows the charge collected in the calorimeter as a function of the high
voltage across the 2 mm gas gaps, for 100 atm and 50 GeV electrons.
The signal
saturates at the comfortable electric field of about 500 V/mm (our standard high voltage
setting was 1.5 kV).
The dependence of the calorimeter response on pressure is presented in figure 6.
Three effects can spoil the linearity of this dependence. First, the gas density does not
vary linearly with pressure because of Van der Waals forces. This effect increases the
signal by 8% at 100 atm. Next, electron-ion recombination
reduces the signal by about
8% (see below). Finally, as the gas pressure increases, a smaller number of the low
energy shower particles originating
in the steel plates will be able to cross the entire
width of the gas gaps. The energy deposited by these particles will no longer increase
with pressure. Hence the total energy deposited in the gaps grows less rapidly than
what is expected on account of gas density alone. This effect is shown by the curve
superimposed on the data points in figure 6. The curve is the result of an EGS4 Monte
Carlo simulation
[8] with a kinetic energy cut-off of 200 keV on both electrons and
photons. This simulation does not include the effect of Van der Waals forces nor that
of charge recombination.
The linear dependence of the calorimeter
signal amplitude
on beam energy is
demonstrated
in figure 7. A fit through all the data points yields a calorimeter response of (3.8 f &4)..fC/GeV,
where the errorreflects
our uncertainty-in
the.electronic
calibration.
This figure is to be compared with a calculated value of 4.5 fC/GeV. The
calculation is based on a e/p ratio of 0.92 [9], and on an energy sampling fraction of
0.17%, in which we have taken into account the effect of Van der Waals forces on the
gas density.
The difference between measured and calculated values can be explained
as the effect of recombination.
The energy resolution is plotted versus l/G
in figure 8. Again, a linear
relationship
is observed. Fitting the data to an energy resolution function of the form
A/&,
we obtain A = (44.3 f 0.2)0/o. This agrees with EGS4 calculations,
which give
A = (45 & l)%. The energy resolution is expected to improve with increasing pressure,
since the total track length of soft particles in the gas regions, and hence fluctuations
in
this track length, diminishes as the gas becomes denser. Figure 9 shows the variation
of the energy resolution with gas pressure. The data are seen to agree with EGS4.
The effect of methane concentration
has also been studied. Adding methane lowers

5

the gas density and increases electron-ion recombination
[2]; both effects tend to reduce
the amount of charge collected in the gas gaps, as evidenced by figure 10. The straight
line in that plot shows the change in calorimeter
signal expected from the decrease
in gas density alone. For a 5% methane concentration,
the effect of recombination
is
about 8%. On the other hand, the energy resolution is essentially insensitive to methane
concentration
(see figure 11). Finally, the large methane molecules also cool the drifting
electrons, dramatically
improving the collection time. The collection time of electrons
in 95%Ar + 5%CHa at 100 atm has been measured to be about 20 ns/mm, in agreement
with previous work (10, 21. This should be compared to 380 ns/mm in pure argon gas
at the same pressure [2].

0.

Conclusions

Ah’hrg pressure gas calorimeter has been constructed and tested in the pressure range
of 20 to 100 atm. It proved easy to operate and its response was very stable over the
run period. The collected signal saturates at the comfortable electric field of 500 V/mm
and scales linearly with incident beam energy between 16 and 125 GeV. The pressure
dependence of the collected charge and the energy resolution agrees well with EGS4
predictions,
proving that the behaviour of this type of calorimeter is well understood.
The electron collection time in 95%Ar + 5%CHI at 100 atm is 20 ns/mm, which yields
a signal duration comparable to that from scintillator-based
calorimeters.
The parallel-plate
geometry of our prototype is not practical for large surface
calorimeters.
However, one can build such calorimeters out of high pressure gas tubes.
Our group has designed and is now constructing
a prototype tube calorimeter.
The
speed of high pressure gas calorimeters, combined with their unity gain and inherent
radiation hardness, makes them a very attractive candidate for detectors at the new
high energy, high luminosity colliders (SSC, LHC), and especially for the forward region
of these detectors.
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